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Using the Crystal Ball detector at the e+e - storage ring DORIS II, we have measured the energy spectrum of direct photons 
from "f(IS) decays. According to QCD, these photons result from the decays of the "f(IS) resonance into one photon and two 
gluons, T ( 1 S)-'l'gg--* T + hadrons. The shape of our spectrum does not agree with that calculated in lowest order QCD, but can be 
described well by a prediction incorporating gluon self-interaction. Using this fit, the ratio Rv=F('f--,'tgg)/F(F~ggg ) is deter- 
mined to be (2.7+0.2+0.4)%. From this ratio we deduce the strong coupling constant in the MS scheme at Q2=2.2 GeV 2 and 
find cq= 0.25 + 0.02 + 0.04. 

1. Introduction 

According to the QCD theory of strong interac- 
tions, the Y ( 1 S) decays predominantly into hadrons 
via a three-gluon intermediate state [ l ]. The decay 
into one photon and two gluons is also allowed [ 2 ], 
but is suppressed by a factor O(aem/Ots) compared 
to the dominant decay, where Ogem and ors are the elec- 
tromagnetic and the strong coupling constants, 
respectively. 

A perturbative QCD calculation in next-to-leading 
order in ors gives for the ratio Rv of the partial decay 
widths [ 3 ] 

R v -  e(Y---,ggg) 

2 
36C~em(~)  ( 1 + ( 2 . 2 + 0 . 6 ) ~ )  (1) 
5 O~s 

where eb= -- ~e is the electric charge of the b-quark 
and the MS renormalization scheme at Q2= (0.157 
Mr)  2= 2.2 GeV 2 is used. The large QCD corrections 
affecting the "/gg and ggg decay widths nearly cancel 
in this ratio, so that a measurement of  R r should al- 
low a reliable determination of ot~. 

In addition, the shape of the direct photon energy 
spectrum contains information on the non-abelian 
structure of  QCD. In fact, the lowest order perturba- 
tive calculation predicts [ 2 ] an almost linearly rising 
spectrum in z=Ev/EBeam with a sharp decrease at 
z =  1, in analogy to the decay of ortho-positronium 
[ 4 ]. A summation of leading logarithmic contribu- 
tions to all orders in perturbation theory performed 
by Photiadis [ 5 ] yields a slight softening of the spec- 
trum compared to ref. [ 2 ]. This spectrum, however, 
is still quite similar to that obtained by lowest order 
QCD and peaks close to z =  1. 

A calculation by Field [ 6 ] predicts a much softer 
spectrum using a parton-shower Monte Carlo ap- 
proximation to perturbative QCD that estimates the 
effect of  the self-coupling of gluons. The two gluons 
recoiling against the direct photon acquire a non-zero 

invariant mass by radiating further bremsstrahlung 
gluons. This leads to a suppression of direct photons 
with energies close to the beam energy, yielding a 
spectrum with a maximum at z ~  0.7. 

2. Data sample and detector 

The data used for this analysis were collected with 
the Crystal Ball detector at the e+e - storage ring 
DORIS I1 and represent an integrated luminosity of  
17.1 +0.4 pb -~ taken on the "f(1S) resonance, cor- 
responding to 153.5× 103 observed "f(1S) decays, 
and 19.2 _+ 0.5 pb -  ~ taken in the continuum. 

The Crystal Ball detector, described in detail else- 
where [ 7 ], is a non-magnetic calorimeter designed to 
measure precisely the energies and directions of elec- 
tromagnetically showering particles. Its main part 
(the Ball) is a spherical shell, consisting of 672 opti- 
cally isolated NaI (T1) crystals. The Ball covers 93% 
of the entire solid angle, two holes being left for the 
beam pipe. Each crystal has the shape of a truncated 
triangular pyramid pointing to the e+e - interaction 
region and projects a radial distance of 16 radiation 
lengths (corresponding to about one nuclear inter- 
action length). 

Showers produced by high energy ( > 1 GeV) elec- 
trons and photons in the Ball deposit about 94% of 
their energy in 13 adjacent crystals in an almost sym- 
metric pattern, resulting in an energy resolution 
aE/E = (2.7 + 0.2 ) %/~x/~/GeV and an angular reso- 
lution of about 2 °. 

Muons and charged hadrons that do not undergo a 
strong interaction deposit energy by ionization only. 
Minimum ionizing particles deposit typically 200 
MeV in one or two crystals. I f  an energetic hadron 
interacts strongly while traversing the Ball, the de- 
posited energy is in general much larger than 200 MeV 
and the pattern of  the hadronic shower is quite irreg- 
ular compared to that of  an electromagnetic shower. 
The directions of charged particles emerging from the 
e+e - interaction region are measured by a set of pro- 
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portional wire chambers located inside the Ball. The 
chambers consist of 800 aluminum tubes, assembled 
in four cylindrical double-layers around the beam 
pipe. 

3. Event and photon selection 

The selection ofygg events is designed to suppress 
background from QED processes, cosmic rays, beam-  
gas and beam-wall interactions. We require a total 
energy deposited in the Ball of g B a l l  > 0 . 3 E c M s ,  where 
ECMs=2EBeam (=9.46  GeV on the Y( IS)  reso- 
nance). We also require a minimum transverse en- 
ergy ET .... = Yi Ei sin 0i> 0.25EcMs, where we sum 
over all crystals; here Ei is the energy deposited in the 
ith crystal and 0i is the angle between the beam axis 
and the center of that crystal. These cuts mainly re- 
ject beam-related background events, which deposit 
most of their energy at small angles with respect to 
the beam axis. 

Background events from the QED processes 
e+e - -~e+e  - (y) and e+e - ~ y y ( y )  generally contain 
two high energy particles depositing almost their en- 
tire energy in the Ball; (Y) here denotes additional 
radiative photons. In contrast, it is very unlikely in 
Ygg events that a particle other than the direct photon 
deposit a large amount of  energy in the Ball, since the 
two gluons fragment into several hadrons, most of 
which deposit only part of their energy. We therefore 
require a multiplicity Npa~c,~s/> 3 and an energy de- 
posited by the second most energetic particle to be 
less than 0.65EcMs-0.5EBR.. These cuts reject al- 
most all QED background events, while maintaining 
a high efficiency for Ygg events up to the highest T 
energies. The small QED background still left after 
this selection is subtracted at a later stage of the anal- 
ysis using continuum data. 

Photon candidates are selected from energy clus- 
ters in the calorimeter by requiring z = Ev/Eaeam > 0.3, 
a direction within the geometrical acceptance of the 
tube chambers (lops0[ <0.80),  no tube chamber 
track associated with the cluster direction, and a lat- 
eral energy distribution consistent with that expected 
for a single electromagnetically showering particle. 
The last cut is chosen rather loose as the lateral en- 
ergy distribution of the photon candidates will be used 
to discriminate the ~o background in a later stage; it 

is, however, effective in removing interacting had- 
rons and most of the overlapping showers. The re- 
sulting spectrum of photon candidates is shown in fig. 
l as the solid histogram. 

The efficiency of the event and photon selection is 
determined using Ygg Monte Carlo events produced 
with the Lund 6.3 generator [8]. The generated 
events are passed through a complete detector simu- 
lation, which uses the EGS 3 program [ 9 ] for elec- 
trons and photons and the GHEISHA 6 program [ 10 ] 
for hadronic interactions. The Monte Carlo events are 
then analyzed exactly like the real data. The effi- 
ciency, shown in fig. 2, is smooth and rather flat with 
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Fig. 1. The  on-resonance energy spect rum of  pho ton  candida tes  

(sol id  h i s togram) ,  together  wi th  the scaled c o n t i n u u m  spec t rum 
(do t ted  h i s togram) .  The  ~o spec t rum is shown as sol id  poin ts  
and  is f i t ted wi th  an exponent ia l  shape (sol id  curve  ), see sect ion 
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Fig. 2. The  total  efficiency for the de tec t ion  of  direct  photons  
from the decay Y( 1S)--,~gg. Th is  efficiency appl ies  to the analy-  
sis according to Me thod  1 (sect ion 4.1 ); for Me thod  2 this  effi- 
ciency is reduced by about  40% due  to harder  cuts on the lateral  
shape of  photon  showers.  
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values of at least 50% in the range 0.35 < z < 1. 

4. Background subtraction 

The background due to continuum processes 
(e + e - ~ q f t  (7) and remaining QED events ) is deter- 
mined from data taken in the nearby continuum, 
which are analyzed exactly like the on-resonance data. 
The continuum data, scaled by the luminosity ratio 
and corrected for the energy dependence of the con- 
tinuum cross section, are shown in fig. 1 as the dotted 
histogram. This continuum spectrum is then sub- 
tracted from the on-resonance spectrum of photon 
candidates. 

The background remaining after the continuum 
subtraction is mainly due to high energy n°'s where 
the two decay photons are so close to each other that 
the showers overlap and appear as a single energy 
cluster in the calorimeter ("merged" s° 's) .  Two 
methods are used to correct for this background, 
which dominates the spectrum for z<0 .5  (solid 
points in fig. 1 ): a statistical analysis of  the shower 
shape (method 1 ) and a Monte Carlo calculation of 
the background (method 2). Note that previous in- 
vestigations [ 11-13 ] of the direct photon spectrum 
have essentially followed the second approach; thus 
our first method provides an independent check on 
the shape of the photon spectrum. 

4.1. Statistical analysis of shower shape (method 1) 

This method [ 14 ] utilizes the different distribu- 
tions of  the squared angular width 0 2 of  the lateral 
energy distribution of photon and merged n o showers 
[ 15 ]. In order to calculate the second moment  0 2, 
we first determine the center of  gravity c of the shower 
from c =  (l/E)~.i niEi, where the sum includes all 
crystals of the shower. E denotes the total shower en- 
ergy, Et is the energy in the ith crystal and ni is the 
unit vector pointing to its center. The value of 0 2 is 
then calculated with 0 2 = ( l / E ) ~ i ( c - - n i )  2 XE~, 
where the sum again is over all crystals of  the shower. 

The lateral shower extension of a high energy n ° is 
on average larger than the corresponding value for a 
single photon of the same energy. Since the two pho- 
tons from a n ° come closer with increasing n ° energy, 
the reliability of a statistical differentiation between 

photons and n°'s is energy dependent: while the av- 
erage ( 0  2) value for n°'s is about twice as large as 
that for photons at E =  2 GeV, the difference shrinks 
to about 20% at E = 5  GeV. For each z bin 
(Az= 0.05 ), the 02 distribution for on-resonance data 
is calculated, and the corresponding distribution for 
continuum data is subtracted. Due to the sensitivity 
of this method to the absolute n o energy, only that 
part (7.9 pb -1) of  the continuum data, which was 
taken just below the ~(  1 S) resonance, is used for this 
subtraction. 

The resulting 02 distribution for T ( 1 S) decays are 
then fitted with Monte Carlo 02 distributions for 
photons and merged pions. The expected distribu- 
tions for direct 7% have been extracted using photons 
in Monte Carlo 7gg events, whereas those for n°'s have 
been obtained by analyzing neutral shower deposi- 
tions in Monte Carlo three-gluon and q~l events. All 
Monte Carlo events have been passed through the 
complete detector simulation described above. Note 
that the 0 2 distributions for n°'s from Monte Carlo 
and data also contain small contributions from acci- 
dental overlap of energy depositions and from single 
photons from well-separated n ° decays; the latter 
contribute a tail towards small values of 02. Thus 
separated n o decays are also included in this analysis. 

The fit result for the 0 2 distribution of photon can- 
didates with scaled energies between z=  0.60 and 0.65 
is shown in fig. 3. By repeating this fitting procedure 
for all energy bins, we can split the continuum-sub- 
tracted spectrum of photon candidates on a statisti- 
cal basis into a photon spectrum and a n o background 

1 0 0  . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  , ,  

O 
O 
O 5o 

Z 
25 

0 ' I . l ~ J  
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®z 

Fig. 3. An example of a simultaneous fit of the 0 2 distribution of 
photons (dashed line ) and n°'s (dotted line ) to the O 2 distribu- 
tion of  photon candidates with 0.6 < z < 0.65 (crosses). The solid 
line is the sum of the two fitted distributions. 
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Fig. 5, The direct photon spectrum after efficiency correction ob- 
tained by subtracting the on-resonance background using a Monte 
Carlo simulation of the background (Method 2). The errors 
shown are statistical only. The data are fitted to Field's model 
[6] (solid line), to Photiadis'  model [5] (dotted line) and to 
the lowest order QCD prediction [ 2 ] (dashed line). 

spectrum. To minimize the effect of statistical fluc- 
tuations, we fit the n ° spectrum with an exponential 
function, shown as the solid curve in fig. l, and sub- 
tract the fit result from the spectrum of photon can- 
didates to get the photon spectrum. After correcting 
for the efficiency, we obtain the final photon spec- 
trum shown in fig. 4. This method is effective in the 
region z~> 0.35; at lower energies the background of 
well-separated photons from n ° decays prevents a 
good measurement of  the number of direct photons. 

spectrum, corrected for efficiency, is shown in fig. 5. 
This method allows for a measurement of the direct 
photon spectrum in the region z~>0.30; we prefer, 
however, to use for the fits described below only the 
data points in the region z~> 0.50, where we are less 
sensitive to the evaluation of the Monte Carlo n ° 
background. 

5. Results and conclusions 

4.2. Monte Carlo calculation (method 2) 

In this analysis [ 16 ] the background from other 
r ( I S )  decays is estimated by modelling the decays 
" l ' (1S)~ggg~hadrons and ~'(IS)--,q~l~hadrons 
with the Lund generator [8], and ~'( 1S)~x+x - de- 
cays with a QED generator [ 17 ]. Detector response 
is again simulated as for the Monte Carlo events dis- 
cussed above. In this analysis we use harder cuts on 
the lateral shape of the shower of photon candidates. 
This suppresses the n ° background by about an order 
of magnitude, thus decreasing our reliance on the 
Monte Carlo estimate, but also reducing our effi- 
ciency for direct photons by about 40%. 

The energy spectrum of photon candidates from 
Monte Carlo events is scaled to the appropriate lu- 
minosity and, together with the continuum spec- 
trum, is subtracted from the on-resonance spectrum 
of photon candidates. The resulting direct photon 

The two direct photon spectra obtained above agree 
well with each other with a confidence level (CL) of 
58%. The spectra are compared to the predictions 
from lowest order QCD [ 2 ], Photiadis' model [ 5 ] 
and Field's model [ 6 ]. Fits with free overall normal- 
ization yield the X 2 values given in table 1. Both spec- 
tra are in good agreement with Field's model with CLs 
of 61% and 91% for the spectra from Method 1 and 
2, respectively. The hard spectrum predicted by low- 
est order QCD is clearly ruled out (CL< 1.4× l0 -4 
for both spectra), as can be seen in figs. 4 and 5. The 
fits to Photiadis' model yield CLs of 0.9% and 0.14%, 
respectively. We conclude that Field's model is 
strongly preferred over that of Photiadis. 

We use Field's prediction to extrapolate the spec- 
tra to z =  0 and obtain the number of direct photons 
stated in table 1, where the first error is statistical and 
the second is systematic. The systematic error for the 
first method is estimated by repeating the complete 
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Table 1 
Results of fits of the photon spectra to theoretical models. 

12 September 1991 

Fit model Fit range z2/d.o.f. Nv ( 103) 
(Field [6] ) 

1.o. QCD [ 2 ] Photiadis [ 5 ] Field [ 6 ] 

Method 1 z> 0.35 40/13 28/13 11/13 3.7+_ 0.3_j.+°.] 
Method 2 z> 0.50 41/9 27/9 4/9 4.3-+0.3_o.5+°4 

analysis with varied selection cuts, shifted Monte 
Carlo O 2 distributions, and altered fit ranges in O 2 
[ 14 ]. For the second method the dominant  system- 
atic error results from the subtraction o f  the n o back- 
ground modelled by Monte Carlo. We determined the 
error [ 16 ] by varying the photon selection cuts and 
modifying Monte Carlo parameters (e.g., the Px of  
the gluon jets).  For both methods smaller contribu- 
tions are included due to the omission of  final state 
bremsstrahlung from the process 
Y ( 1 S ) ~ T q ~ - ~ 7 + h a d r o n s  [14,18],  and the uncer- 
tainty in the extrapolation o f  the photon spectra to 
Z ~ 0 .  

Although the systematic errors for both methods 
are nearly independent and a weighted mean for Nv 
could be calculated (excluding the common  statisti- 
cal error),  we chose the conservative approach of  av- 
eraging both results and taking the larger of  both sys- 
tematic errors. We thus obtain for the total number  
of  photons N v = (4.0 _+ 0.3 + 0.5 ) × 103. Correcting the 
number  o f  observed hadronic Y decays for hadronic 
efficiencies and subtracting the contribution of  T-~q(t, 
x+x-,  7gg decays, we obtain for the number  of ' f -~ggg 
decays [ 14 ] N ~  = ( 147 _+ 1 + 6 ) X 103 and therefore 
a ratio Rv = Nv/Ng ~ = (2.7 -+ 0.2 + 0.4)%. Inserting R~ 
in ( 1 ) yields for the strong coupling constant in the 
MS renormalization scheme at Q2 = 2.2 GeV 2 a value 
a s=0 .25  + 0.02-+ 0.04. 

The results of  this analysis are compared to those 
obtained by previous experiments in table 2. The 

shape o f  our spectrum is consistent with those o f  
A R G U S  [ 11 ] and CLEO [ 12 ], but in disagreement 
with that measured by CUSB [13 ]. Our spectrum 
confirms with better energy resolution A R G U S '  re- 
sult that lowest order Q C D  does not describe the ex- 
perimental photon spectrum. Our values o f  R v and 
as (2.2 GeV 2 ) are also consistent with the results from 
the other experiments. Excluding the CUSB mea- 
surement, we obtain an average o f  R v = ( 2 . 7 7 +  
0.15)% and as(2.2 GeV2)=0.24_+0.02,  where the 
errors include the statistical and systematic errors. 

In conclusion, a new analysis o f  the direct photon 
energy spectrum from "I'(1S) decays by the Crystal 
Ball experiment rules out the hard spectra predicted 
by lowest order QCD, but is in good agreement with 
the softer spectrum predicted by Field, who includes 
an estimate of  the self-coupling o f  gluons. This sug- 
gests substantial contributions by higher order QCD 
corrections. Our value o f  Rv= (2.7 _+ 0.2 _+ 0.4)% re- 
sults in as(2.2 GeV 2) =0.25+0.02_+0.04.  This value 
o f  as is consistent with the results o f  other as mea- 
surements at higher Q2 values [ 19-21 ]. 
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